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Digital Slide rule:
The future imposed on the past: 
Bradbury CONTRADICTION!

Digital Sculpting rock chisel. 
Finds the form inside the rock. 
GPS coordinates create the sculp-
ture (“No, it would be horrid. I 
didn’t like when you took out the 
picture painter last month.” The 
Veldt).

Table that prepares all meals for 
the family.

Martian with silver or gold mask, 
so the true emotions need not be 
shown. Martian Cronicles

Old Martian civilization, Blue Fi-
ery Spheres. Have no body, don’t 
covet, don’t reproduce. They are 
the perfect being. God himself. 
Illustrated Man

Man in heavy buttoned work shirt 
on hot day. Illustrated Man

Wine in Katchup Bottle. Bottling 
Summer for the long winter.
Dandalion Wine



Philosophers, writers off  down near 
the tracks, avoiding the civilization 
censorship. Finding a non-violent way 
to keep books alive. Fahrenheit 451

The Carrousel from the Circus. A real 
carrousel is where a child and a par-
ent can go around and each one chang-
es ages: Parent becomes younger and 
the Child becomes older. But this one 
runs backward to make you younger or 
forward to make you older! Something 
Wicked This Way Comes

The Royal Crown Cream-Sponge Para 
Litefoot Tennis Shoes: LIKE MENTHOL ON 
YOUR FEET. “Find Friends, ditch en-
emies! Does the world run too fast? 
Want to catch up? Want to be alert, 
stay alert? Litefoot, then! Litefoot!”



Here are the typsetting draw-
ers and /or the Specimen box-
es which may be in the Library 
Wall.



There was  once a young writer who 
learned and wrote in the library, he 
couldn’t afford to go to college.
Here is a library (or library base-
ment), he is alone with a rented type-
writer (at 10 cents a half hour), all 
his ideas are as transparent as the 
open window.
His word associations developed the 
work on it’s own.
The words float from the desk, with 
his characters dominating the spac-
es around him, leaving him to join the 
sheets as permanent marks of his days 
work.



Above is the view of the mural with notes 
about the props involved.
Left are the Library’s shelves.
Center are the desks with one rented 
typewriter, he is all alone.
The window represents any midwest public 
library.

On the right (in the mural) are his books 
materializing as he works.

Right is my first concept of The Illus-
trated Man.

Heavy overweight circus tent roustabout, 
with a new job. The replacement tattooed 
man, with special magical images.

The next pages are filled with borrowed 
images!











I have added these two quotes to the 
Painting below. The grain of the orig-
inal sketch obscures the type, but 
that can be fixed later.
The quotes are to float from the type-
writer as ribbons.

“Science-fiction balances you on the 
cliff. Fantasy shoves you off.”

“My stories run up and bite me in the 
leg — I respond by writing down every-
thing that goes on during the bite. 
When I finish, the idea lets go and 
runs off.”

Maybe the mural should be like The 
Egyptian Jukebox by Nick Bantock, a 
scavenger hunt for clues to each story 
by Bradbury.
Add an Icehouse for Dandelion Wine, 
etc.
There are props for all the books that 
are not exactly the imagination, but 
the metaphor (dandelion) for the mem-
ories which needed to be opened and 
saved as summer needs to be remembered 
in the winter.
I will try to do the drawing much like 
this Vignola The Five Orders of Archi-
tecture etching of a piece of architec-
ture, hoping that it becomes self-ref-
erential. Meaning the viewer will be 
able to understand and interpret the 
mural as with the written words, they 
become real in Bradbury’s stories.





Had another idea, the public library 
is important in Bradbury’s life, so 
use it. 

•	 There	they	go,	off	to	Mars,	
just for the ride, thinking that 
they will find a planet like a 
seer’s crystal, in which to read 
a miraculous future. What they’ll 
find, instead, is the somewhat 
shopworn image of themselves. 
Mars is a mirror, not a crystal. 
“A Few Notes on The Martian Chroni-
cles”, in Rhodomagnetic Digest (May 
1950).

I am proposing a mirror or set of mir-
rors that reflect the Overland li-
brary interior but not the viewer in 
front. Now there would be a digital 
image projected in the glass (of the 
opposite side) of the library in real 
time. Seven mirrors each adjusting 
to the walking viewer. Digitally the 
viewer’s self image is not there, even 
though it is a mirror. A little magic 
of our time on the Bradbury wall. 
The hypothetical library wall is 
above. The interactive mirror below as 
the viewer moves to the center. 



And thought that that might be a way to 
get the viewers interest, looking into 
little or big drawers with items from 
each book.
I have two thoughts on that:
First thought: I could make lit-
tle models or drawings or memorabilia 
of things mentioned or find the real 
things if they could fit in a drawer.

Second thought: is open it to everyone, 
the Bradbury Curiosity drawers! Send 
out a flyer, or send out a drawer, or 
send out paperbacks of each book, or do 
all for all who sign in.

Could fill the drawers and then open it 
to the public to replace the drawers as 
great material streams in, if not, not. 
Or just add drawers as the material de-
velops.

Immediately below are the sketches for 
the library.
Then there are the 10 drawers I scanned 
from: The Egyptian Jukebox, by Nick 
Bantock.











All of Bradbury’s work goes into what 
has been. He includes all his stories 
— references all history — all his sto-
ries are reinterpretations of the “sto-
ry of knowledge” — LIBRARY — revolve or 
mention that reference.
Illustrated Man, wall that come alive 
with inner mind workings. Little snap 
shots of life played out, the news, 
broadcast — like the internet now, but 
this will tune into your mind.

Most of the covers of the books seem to 
have been made by artists who only read 
the first chapters or have read only 
that book.

Illustrated Man, Seems to be trying to 
define GOD! “Blue Fiery Spheres (Mar-
tians) have no need of GOD. They are 
GOD. Power but want to be left alone.

The Mars banned book authors die away 
when the last book is burned — move to 
another unspoiled planet to survive. 
Obsession with themes of everlasting 
life and that of Death too.













In this sketch, the props represents the mak-
ing of Fahrenheit 451, Montag is also at the next 
typwriter writing his story two stations to the 
right. The balloon with the witch, Something Wick-
ed This Way Comes. The mechanical mice, left, who 
are doing the Quadrille, are from the House of 
Usher, Martian Chronicles. The Illustrated Man is 

at the next typing station. The station to the 
left is Ylla, Martian Chronicles. Ray Bradbury 
sits near the center, on his feet a pair of Cream-
Sponge para Litefoot sneakers: Find friends, ditch 
enemies! Does the world run too fast? Want to 
Catch up? Want to be alert? Litefoot, then! Light-
foot! Dandelion Wine





“GREEN DUSK FOR DREAMING BRAND PURE NORTHERN AIR” “Derived from the atmo-
sphere of the white Arctic in the Spring of 1900, and mixed with the wind 
from the upper Hudson Valley in the month of April, 1910, and containing 
particles of the dust seen shining in the sunset of one day in the mead-
ows around Grinnell, Iowa, when a cool air rose to be captured from a lake 
and a little creek and a natural spring. Now the small print, he said. He 
Squinted. Also containing molecules of vapor from menthol, lime, papaya, 
and watermelon and all other water-smelling, cool-savored fruits and trees 
like camphor and herbs like wintergreen and the breath of a rising wind 
from the Des Plaines River itself. Guaranteed most refreshing and cool. To 



be taken on summer nights when the heat passes ninety.” He picked up the 
other bottle.
“This one the same, save I’ve collected a wind from Aran Isles and one 
from Dublin Bay with salt on it and a strip of flannel fog from the coast 
of Iceland.” He put the two bottles on the bed.
“One last direction.” He stood by the cot and leaned over and spoke quiet-
ly. “When you’re drinking these, remember: It was bottled by a friend. The 
S. J. Jones Bottling Company, Green Town, Illinois — August, 1928. A vin-
tage year, boy .  .  . a vintage year.” Ray Bradbury, DANDELION WINE.
THESE COLORS DERIVED FROM S. J. JONES BOTTLING COMPANY



Here the wall represents the making of the Il-
lustrated Man. The Lion represents The Veldt, one 
story shown on the Illustrated Man’s back while he 
slept. In this sketch, the props represents the 
making of Fahrenheit 451, Montag’s coat, hat and 
the Kerosene flame thrower (to burn books). At the 
right shows Montag setting books to flame. The bal-



loon with the witch, Something Wicked This Way Comes. The mechani-
cal mice doing the Quadrille are from the House of Usher, Martian 
Chronicles. Bottle of wine in a Catchup bottle is from Dandelion 
Wine



We see Ray Bradbury typing at a Library pay ma-
chine, 10 cents per half hour. The shelves repre-
sent the library. The doorway represents his new 
story. The wall represents the making of any book. 
On the end is the tower from the Fog Horn.









Library for the Past
04.15.16
 
 
No library has ever been designed for the future; there has never been the need.
Everyone is concerned with preserving the past, why make a journey into the new untried waters?
There was a man who once imagined a town where no one ever got old, where writing flourished!
There was once a man who created an automated house that none lived in.
There was once a man who stumbled onto a time machine, which went forward, or backward, depending 
on whom needed subjection, because it was not created for good.
There was one a man who created a world where the human race lived and died a full life in eight 
days, just eight days. By the time I finish this next line I will be two years older.
If all these ideas are floating in the air, why not capture them and put them on a shelf where ev-
eryone can enjoy the future?
We can’t because we have not conceived of a space where the mirrors don’t reflect our images; we 
can only see what is in the present or past.
A library needs to develop the future, live in the future, design the future, and be the future.
 
The new library has to have an outreach, to engage everyone!
How?
It will ignite everyone’s imagination.
Ahde
 

Now and Forever by Ray Bradbury
They stood before a large, rather handsome brick building, its entrance flanked by two Egyptian 
sphinxes lying supine, half-lioness and half-god, with faces he could almost name.
Cardiff read these words: HOPE MEMORIAL LIBRARY.
And in small letters beneath that: KNOW HOPE, ALL YE WHO ENTER HERE.
He climbed the library steps to find Elias Culpepper standing before the great double front doors. 
Culpepper behaved as if he’d been expecting the younger man, and motioned at him to sit down on 
the library steps.
“We’ve been waiting for you,” he said.
“We?” said Cardiff.
“The whole town, or most of it,” said Culpepper. “Where have you been?”
“The graveyard,” said Cardiff.



“Not anymore, if you can help me mail something home. Is there a train expected anytime soon?”
“Should be one passing through sometime today,” said Elias Culpepper. “Doubt it’ll stop. That hasn’t 
happened in…”
“Can it be stopped?”
“Could try flares.”


